Identifying the Effects of Assistive and Resistive Guidance on the Gait of Elderly People Using a Smart Walker.
Progression of technology has expanded applications of smart walkers in clinical fields. However, it is essential to investigate the effects of different types of gait guidance in order to introduce smart walkers more widely throughout these fields. The purpose of this study was to identify the effects of assistive and resistive guidance on the gait of elderly people using a smart walker. Gait parameters, surface electromyography of lower limb muscles, and trunk acceleration were measured. The assistive guidance force significantly increased gait speed, step length, and cadence while increasing trunk acceleration variability. The same amount of resistive guidance force did not change gait parameters; instead, however, it restrained the speed-dependent increase of trunk acceleration variability in the mediolateral direction. An analysis of muscle activity suggested that the lower limb muscle activity could be increased by varying gait parameters including speed, step length, and cadence.